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The use of fine distributed moderating material to enhance the feedback effects and to reduce the sodium void effecting SFRs
is described. The drawback on the feedback effects due to the introduction of minor actinides into SFR fuel is analyzed. The
possibility of compensation of the effect of the minor actinides on the feedback effects by the use of fine distributed moderating
material is demonstrated. The consequences of the introduction of fine distributed moderating material into fuel assemblies with
fuel configurations foreseen for minor actinide transmutation are analyzed, and the positive effects on the transmutation efficiency
are shown. Finally, the possible increase of the Americium content to improve the transmutation efficiency is discussed, the limit
value of Americium is determined, and the possibilities given by an increase of the hydrogen content are analyzed.

1. Introduction
The positive coolant density feedback coefficient is inherent
to the system in sodium-cooled fast reactors (SFRs). This
effect is the basis for the sodium void effect, which is the
maximal reduction of the sodium density. The reduction of
the positive feedback effects as well as the enhancement of
the negative ones is an important point in the design of
future sodium-cooled fast reactors. The relevance of the topic
has been highlighted in the last year in the IAEA TM on
Innovative Fast Reactor Designs with Enhanced Negative
Reactivity Feedback Features in Vienna [1].
The nature of feedback effects in fast reactors as well as the
sodium void effect itself and the different contributions to the
effect are well known since the 1960s. Detailed descriptions
have already been given in “Reactivity Coefficients in Large
Fast Power Reactors” in 1970 [2]. Already in the 1970s
numerical studies were performed with the aim to reduce the
sodium void effect [3]. These studies were mostly performed
on the basis of full core calculations for the optimization
of the core geometry to reduce the sodium void effect.

One important outcome of the full core calculations was
the development of high leakage cores with their big core
diameter (∼5 meters) in combination with a very small core
height (≤1 meter). Another method for the enhancement of
the leakage in the case of sodium voiding is the replacement
of the reflector above the core with a sodium plenum which
enhances the leakage significantly in the case of a sodium
voiding event in the upper core region. Current publications
mostly concentrate on the design of sodium-cooled fast
reactor cores [4], on advanced safety concepts for SFR [5], and
on basic or detailed discussions on the different influencing
parameters on the sodium void coefficient [6, 7] and the
limited possibilities for enhancing the feedback effects in
traditional designs.
Recently, a new proposal has been published. The positive
void effect is reduced here in combination with a significant
enhancement of the negative fuel temperature effect and
a decrease of the positive coolant effect by adding fine
distributed moderating material. The study has been focused
in the first step on the choice of the ideal moderating material
[8, 9] and in a second step on the optimization of the placing
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of the zirconium hydride to obtain the optimal effect in power
distribution and burnup [10, 11] to limit the required changes
in the fuel assembly and in the core design.
The calculations are performed with the lattice transport
code HELIOS and based detailed full fuel assembly geometry
representation. These possibilities are given due to the rapid
development of the spectral codes for LWR analysis which
solve the integral transport equation in two dimensions on
unstructured mesh [12, 13]. These codes offer the chance
to investigate the feedback effects on fuel assembly level
for different designs in full detail including multigroup
visualization of integral and resolved neutron flux and cross
sections. The verification of the results for the enhanced
feedback effects calculated with HELIOS has been performed
by a comparison calculation using MCNP 5 [8, 9].
The insertion of moderating material softens the neutron
spectrum of the fast reactor. Nevertheless, for the burning
of minor actinides, a hard neutron spectrum is essential
due to the fission threshold of these isotopes. Following this
knowledge, the effect of the use of a small, fine distributed
amount of moderating material on the efficiency of minor
actinide burning will be investigated in this publication.
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Figure 1: 1/6 of the reference fuel element geometry corresponding
EFR.

vector is following the same basic definitions as described for
the Pu vector mentioned previously. This definition gives 62%
Am-241 and 38% Am-243. The data for the used moderators
ZrH1.6 and YH is taken from [18].

2. Reference System

3. System with Moderating Material

For the beginning of the study, a reference case based on
the European Fast Reactor is defined (see Figure 1). The
data is mostly given in the IAEA Fast Reactor Database—
2006 Update [14]. Additional data is taken from Waltar,
Reynolds: Fast Breeder Reactors [15] and from European fast
reactor (EFR) fuel element design [16]. The following major
parameters are used: outer pin diameter 8.5 mm, cladding
thickness 0.52 mm, pitch to diameter 1.2, can wall thickness
4.5 mm, wire spacers, and 271 fuel rods per element.

The basic idea to shift a small portion of the neutron
spectrum to lower energies is achieved by the introduction
of moderating material inside the wire wrapper as is shown
in Figure 2. For the visualization purpose, only one unit
cell is extracted from the calculated 1/6 of a fuel assembly.
The purpose of the moderating material is to force up the
absolute value of the negative fuel temperature feedback
and to reduce of the positive coolant feedback (consisting
of coolant density and temperature effect) coinciding with
a reduction of the sodium void effect. The fine distributed
placing of the moderating material in each unit cell offers the
possibility to keep the original fuel assembly design as well as
the power density and the uniform power distribution typical
for a homogeneous fast reactor fuel assembly. These three
facts ensure that the flow conditions in the fuel assembly can
be kept like in the reference design. Thus the flow conditions
can still be optimized to keep or improve the safety-related
coolability.
The proposed moderating material hydrogen can be
inserted in the form of stable metal-hydrogen compounds
like zirconium hydride or yttrium hydride; the latter is
preferable due to the higher thermal stability. For the manufacturing, it is more suitable to hydride the already produced
wire, since it is much easier to handle. Hydride alloys provide
a range of hydrogen concentrations in combination with
considerable variation in nuclear and mechanical properties.
Thus the hydrogen content can be adapted to the special
requests. This makes the amount of hydrogen addition into
the fuel assembly very flexible; only the maximal values are
limited due to the deterioration of the material performance
and the solubility limits which decrease with increasing
temperatures. “It should not be inferred that the presence
of hydrogen in metals is always deleterious. When present

Materials. MOX Fuel with 22.4% Pu fissile and Pu vector
from 4% enriched LWR fuel with 50 GWd/tHM burnup. 5year storage is estimated before reprocessing and 2 years until
reuse in the reactor. The Pu-Vektor is (2.6/54.5/23.7/11.3/6.8)
and 1.1% Am-241 in depleted uranium (0.3% U-235 content).
The smeared fuel density is 9.26 g/cm3 , and the fuel temperature is 900∘ C. Cladding, wire spacers, and can wall are made
from stainless steel 304 along the HELIOS 1.9 definition. The
temperatures are 635∘ C for the cladding and 545∘ C for wire
spacer and can wall. Sodium density is 0.821 g/cm3 along
the formula for liquid saturated sodium at 545∘ C given in
Waltar and Reynolds [15]. The geometric arrangement of the
reference system with 10 rings is shown in Figure 1 for 1/6
part of one fuel element. The used power density is 118.8 W/g
corresponding to the maximum power density in the EFR.
For the calculation HELIOS is used. The internal 112 group
fast reactor cross-section library of Studsvik Scandpower is
used for the investigation. Only for the calculations of the
neutron spectrum the 190 energy group library is used to have
a refined energy structure in the thermal range for a better
depiction.
Three different minor actinide loadings will be investigated (3% Am, 5% Am, and 2% Np—2% Am) [17]. The Am

Fuel rod
Wire wrapper with
moderating
Sodium coolant

Figure 2: Unit cell out of a fuel element based on the European fast
reactor (EFR) design with introduced moderation layer.

in amounts less than necessary for embrittlement, hydrogen
can cause a noticeable increase in strength so long it can
be retained in solution. The important point, again, is that
hydrogen presents serious problems only when it is not
retained in solution or when its concentration exceeds the
solubility limits of the alloy so that hydride precipitates or
segregation can occur. Otherwise, hydrogen reacts similarly
to other alloying elements in most respects” [18].
Figure 3 gives a general overview on the changes in the
neutron flux spectrum due to the insertion of moderating
material compared to the reference neutron spectrum. The
190 group HELIOS library is used for these spectral curves to
get a sufficiently fine resolution in the thermal groups. The
figure shows a significant difference in energy distribution
of the neutron flux after the insertion of the moderating
material. In the case with the zirconium hydride as wire
wrapper, a comparably strong low-energy tail is formed due
to the strong moderation effect of the hydrogen atoms in the
metallic compound. This low-energy tail has to be seen in
conjunction with the radiative capture cross section of U238 which is added to the figure in green. The insertion of
hydrogen causes a significant increase of the share of neutrons
in the energies where major capture resonances for the U238 isotopes appear, especially at energies around 6.67502 eV,
20.8715 eV, 36.6821 eV, 66.0312 eV, 102.559 eV, and 116.8923 eV.
Further on, the effectiveness of moderation for the creation of the low-energy tail is compared for a compound
based on zirconium and a compound based on yttrium.
Both compounds contain exactly the identical amount of
hydrogen.
The assembly burnup distribution after 100 GWd/tHM for
the reference case and the case with the moderator inside
the wire wrapper is given in Figure 4 and compared to the
old fashioned solution suggesting pin containing the moderating material. The burnup in the reference fuel assembly
(Figure 4(a)) is characterized by a very flat distribution (∼1%
difference between minimum and maximum) over the fuel
assembly as well as over the fuel rods. The reason for this
flat burnup distribution can be found in the flat power and
neutron flux distribution and in the comparably low total
cross sections at the dominating neutron energies. The flat
power distribution in the fuel assembly is very favorable, since
it disburdens the heat removal. The flat power distribution
results in a uniform heat up of the sodium coolant. No hot
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Figure 3: Neutron spectrum for the reference fuel assembly and
for the fuel assemblies with moderating material based on different
hydrogen carrying materials calculated with the 190 group library of
HELIOS 1.9.

spots are created and thus all fuel rods can be operated close
to the limit power and until the limit burnup defined in the
operating permission.
The burnup distribution for case with fine distributed
moderating material (Figure 4(b)) is rather uniform over
the fuel assembly, too. A small rim effect appears due to
the resonance self-shielding in the U-238 and the increased
number of neutrons in the resonance region of the U-238
due to the use of the moderating material (compare Figure 3).
A very limited burnup increase occurs at the pins close to
the can wall. Nevertheless, the insertion of the moderating
material in fine distribution, in layers, and in the wire wrapper
does not create any severe deterioration in the power and
burnup distribution in the fuel assembly. The evaluation of
the pinwise values indicates even a more flat distribution
than for the reference case, since the power and burnup
at the periphery of the fuel assembly are slightly increased
[10]. Only the burnup distribution inside the pin is slightly
worsened due to the increased rim effect. This behavior is
in strong contrast to the results for the use of moderating
material in pins as discussed in several publications [18–20].
A locally concentrated introduction of moderating material
like moderator pins causes a significant power and burnup
increase in the pins around the moderator pins and a
lower burnup in the pins far from the moderator pins (see
Figure 4(c)). This uneven power and burnup distributions
cause limitations to the obtainable maximal average burnup
of the fuel assembly, since comparably low burnt fuel rods
appear in areas far from the moderation pins. Additionally, a
very strong power increase and a rim effect with all followup
problems like hot spots and fuel pellet irritations due to the
high burnup appear at the pins next to the moderating pins
[10, 11].
The use of fine distributed moderating material offers
the possibility to enhance the safety characteristics without
changing the major operational and design parameters.
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Figure 4: Burnup distribution at 100 GWd/tHM for the reference case (a), the case with the moderating material in the wire wrapper (b), and
the case with moderating material arranged in pins (c).

Power density and distribution, fuel configuration and density, fuel assembly geometry, and coolant streaming paths
are not changed at all. Only the fissile enrichment has to be
increased due to the slightly reduced volume available for
the fuel, and the loss of criticality caused by the moderating
material has to be compensated.
The idea offers new degrees of freedom for the optimization of the design of the sodium cooled fast reactor core,
the cycle strategies, and the transmutation potential. The
fine distributed moderating material increases the inherent
system stability significantly by reducing the positive
feedback effects and enhancing the negative ones. Thus it
reduces the probability of reaching sodium voiding in a
transient. The interesting point is the possibility of tailoring
the feedback coefficients to an ideal value simply by adapting
the hydrogen content in the compound. The ideal amount
has to be determined from system-specific transient and
accident analysis, since strong negative feedback is not
desired in all accidental scenarios.
On the suggested moderating materials some comments
have to be given. For ZrH, on the one hand, the material is
a very efficient moderator, due to the extremely high slowing
down power of 1.54 (ZrH1.94 ), a value in the same range as
for light water [18]. On the other hand, zirconium hydride
of 𝛿 or 𝜀 phases does not change the associated volume up
to well above 1000∘ C, since these phases are in the single
phase region [18]. Thus zirconium hydride does not show the
unpleasant swelling behavior of UZrH fuel, which Olander et
al. describe as swelling due to void formation around the uranium particles and due to fission gas production [21]. These
described processes should not appear in pure zirconium
hydride moderator, since both effects are in conjunction
with the Uranium component. The equilibrium hydrogen
pressure in ZrH increases at high temperatures, especially
above 900∘ C; this is above the sodium voiding temperature
[18]. To suppress Hydrogen release, Mueller et al. suggest to
use Kanigen nickel which shows promise as a barrier coating
for zirconium hydride with low hydrogen content on the basis
of hydrogen loss for times up to 100 h at 1300∘ F in argon [18].
For YH, the slowing down power is comparable, but the
thermal stability is significantly higher, up to ∼1300∘ C for
yttrium-mono-hydride [18]. Some limited, but very positive,
operational experience on the material is available too, since
YH has been used in a test assembly for tailoring the neutron

spectrum for tests for possible radioisotope production in the
FFTF [22].
For the verification of the very significant results of the
influence of moderating material on the feedback effects in
general, a basic cross comparison with MCNP for the fuel
temperature and moderator effect on 𝑘inf has been performed
on simplified basis of a unit cell for the reference cases at
the beginning of the investigation of the influence of fine
distributed moderating materials in SFR cores to assure that
the HELIOS results are reliable. Very good agreement for the
moderator temperature and density and for the fuel temperature change has been achieved. The deviation between the
MCNP perturbation calculation and the HELIOS 1.9 calculation of the coolant effect on 𝑘inf was ∼2 pcm which indicates
that the sodium void effect calculations are reliable too [8, 9].
An investigation of the transferability of the reduction of
the sodium void effect from the infinite to the finite system
has been carried out based on the basis of an EFR-like core
configuration [23]. To avoid any irritations created by group
condensation, the same number of groups has been used in
DYN3D. The full core calculations have been performed with
the nodal code DYN3D [24, 25]. The calculation is based on
47 energy group cross-section sets calculated with HELIOS
1.10 using the given geometry models (compare Figure 1).
To avoid any irritations created by group condensation, the
same number of groups has been used in DYN3D. The full
core calculations have shown that the full gain in sodium
void reduction demonstrated in the infinite system can be
expected to be reached in the finite system too [8]. Thus,
a superposition of the findings in the infinite system and
the traditional methods for the sodium void reduction like
the pancake core shape or a sodium plenum is possible.
Additionally, it has to be mentioned that the influence of
sodium void reduction inside the fuel assembly using fine
distributed moderating material already comes into action
when the first sodium bubble appears. In contrast, the
traditional methods to reduce the sodium void by increasing
the neutron leakage do not have influence until a significant
amount of sodium is voided.

4. Consequences on Minor
Actinide Transmutation
Figure 5 shows the influence of an insertion of the minor
actinides as well as the moderating material on the infinite
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Figure 5: Change in the infinite multiplication factor over the
burnup for the three different material configurations.

Figure 6: Change in the Neptunium-237 content over burnup for
the case with and without moderation.

multiplication factor of a fuel assembly over burnup. Three
different effects are appearing. On the one hand, the insertion
of minor actinides decreases the initial 𝑘inf of the fuel assembly, since they cause increased neutron absorption. On the
other hand, the insertion of the minor actinides reduces the
loss of criticality over burnup, due to the change in the fertile
material configuration caused by adding minor actinides as
efficient fertile material, replacing the corresponding amount
of U-238. The insertion of the moderating material (ZrH1.6)
causes in all cases a reduction in the 𝑘inf throughout the whole
observed burnup period. This reduction of the multiplication
factor reduces the possible cycle time. A comparable effect
appears for all other, “traditional” methods leading to sodium
void reduction too, since they are based on increased neutron
leakage. Thus, the breeding is reduced due to the reduced
number of available excess neutrons.
The transmutation of Np-237 is shown in Figure 6 over
the burnup of the reference fuel assembly. The nuclide density
of Np-237 is reduced in both cases, without moderating
material as well as with moderating material. In contrast
to the reduction of Np-237, in the reference case, a very
small amount of Np-237 is formed. The burning of Np237 in the case with a given begin of life (BOL) Np-237
concentration and the built-up of Np-237 when there is no
initial concentration would lead to a comparable asymptotic
value for infinitely high burnup. It is visible that the use
of the distributed moderating material even enhances the
transmutation of Np-237 slightly.
Figure 7 shows the Americium transmutation over burnup for the isotope Am-241 (a) and for Am-243 (b). The Am241 content in the reference case starts with a finite value,
since the defined MOX fuel contains a small fraction of Am241 as long as Pu-241 appears. The Am-241 is a decay product
of Pu-241 and appears already after short storage time of

the separated plutonium used for the production of MOX
fuel due to the short half-life of Pu-241 (14 years). In the
reference case (full black squares), the initial concentration
of Am-241 rises slowly to a maximum around 100 GWd/tHM
and decreases after this maximum slightly. In all three cases
with an added, higher initial Am-241 content, Am-241 is
transmuted. The more efficient the transmutation is, the
higher the initial Am-241 content is. An interesting fact is
the slightly more efficient transmutation in the cases with
distributed moderating material, even with the appearing
slightly softer neutron spectrum (see Figure 3). This result
is very surprising and it has to be investigated, if there is
really more Am-241 burnt, or if the Am-241 is only shifted
to the higher element Curium due to absorption processes.
All cases, independently of the initial concentration of Am241, tend to a comparable asymptotic limit for infinite burnup.
The transmutation of Am-243 shows a comparable behavior
(Figure 7(b)). No Am-243 is in the BOL fuel composition in
the reference case; thus there is only the production which
occurs during the burnup. In all cases with a BOL Am∧
243 content higher than 0.75% (=2% Am content) Am-243
is reduced. The Am-243 transmutation is not significantly
influenced by the use of distributed moderating material.
The change in the Curium content during burnup in the
minor actinide containing fuel is shown in Figure 8. The
Curium isotopes are built up from Americium in all fuel
configurations by neutron capture and decay processes. The
Cm-242 content (Figure 8(a)) rises in all cases in dependence
of the initial Am-241 content to a maximum value. The
more the Am-241 is available, the more the Cm-242 is built
in the initial phase, but with decreasing Am-241 content,
the Cm-242 content starts to be reduced too after reaching
the maximum at about 100 GWd/tHM. The insertion of the
moderating material leads in all cases to a slightly increased
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Figure 7: Change in the Americium-241 (a) and the Americium-243 (b) content over burnup for the case with and without moderation.

built-up and a slightly higher EOL concentration of Cm242. The case with the highest Am content (5%) leads after
reaching a maximum at ∼100 GWd/tHM already to a significant reduction of the Cm-242 content. The Cm-244 content
(Figure 8(b)) rises for all cases over the full observed burnup
period. The overall Cm-244 content is strongly dependent
on the initial Americium content in the fuel. The Cm-244
accumulation is slightly higher for all cases with moderating
material.
A more detailed insight into the influence of the fine
distributed moderating material on transmutation is given
in Tables 1 and 2. The comparison of the transmutation efficiency provides information on which fuel assembly provides
a lower content of minor actinides at the end of life (EOL). A
positive value indicates an advantageous behavior of the fuel
assembly with moderating material; a negative value indicates
a better transmutation performance for the assembly without
moderating material. The comparison of the transmutation
efficiency (see Table 1)
Transmutation efficiency [%]
= (1−

isotope number density with moderating material
)
isotope number density without moderating material

⋅ 100
(1)
shows that the Am-241 transmutation is roughly 4% more
efficient in the fuel assemblies with moderating material for
all configurations of transmutation fuel. The Transmutation
of Am-243 is slightly less efficient (−1.28%) for a low Americium content and slightly more efficient (1.42%) for high
Americium content. In the cases with moderating material,

∼2.5% more Cm-242 is produced than that in the reference
cases without moderating material. The use of moderating
material increases the production of Cm-244 by 7 to 9%. The
transmutation of Np-239 is more efficient in the fuel assembly
with moderating material. 5.5% more Np-239 is burnt than in
the reference case.
The detailed comparison of the differences in the number
densities

Transm. efficiency [number density]
= isotope number density with moderating material
− isotope number density without moderating material
(2)

is given in the lower part of Table 1. A positive number
indicates more efficient transmutation in the assembly with
moderating material and a negative number more efficient
transmutation in the assembly without moderating material.
A detailed comparison of the numbers shows that the amount
of the Am-241 reduction is higher than the increase in the
number densities of the higher isotopes (Am-243, Cm-242,
Cm-244) in all cases with moderating material. Thus there
is really more Am-241 burnt in the fuel assemblies with fine
distributed material than that in the “clean” transmutation
fuel assemblies. The effect rises with increasing Americium
concentration at BOL. Over all it can be stated that the
insertion of the fine distributed moderating material in the
wire wrapper does at least not have a negative influence on
the transmutation efficiency.
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Figure 8: Change in the Curium-242 (a) and the Curium-244 (b) content over burnup for the case with and without moderation.

Table 1: Comparison of the transmutation efficiency between the reference cases without and the cases with moderating material for the
different transmutation fuels.
Transmutation eff. (comparison)
2% Np 2% Am EOL
3% Am EOL
5% Am EOL
8% Am EOL
2% Np 2% Am EOL
3% Am EOL
5% Am EOL
8% Am EOL

Am-241
3.87%
4.27%
4.04%
3.59%
−2.9466𝐸 − 06
−4.2160𝐸 − 06
−5.7900𝐸 − 06
−7.6950E − 06

Am-243
−1.28%
0.02%
1.42%
2.20%
6.0580𝐸 − 07
−1.4000𝐸 − 08
−1.2410𝐸 − 06
−2.8100E − 06

The analysis of the Americium and Neptunium transmutation rate is given in Table 2. Consider
Transmutation rate [%]
= (1 −

isotope number density at EOL
) ⋅ 100.
isotope number density at BOL

(3)

The transmutation rate provides the information on how
much of the initially inserted material is transmuted at the
end of the lifetime of the fuel assembly. A higher number
indicates a better transmutation performance for the corresponding isotope. After a burnup of 200 GWd/tHM, the Am241 concentration is roughly halved and the transmutation
rate is increased with increasing initial Americium content.
The transmutation of Am-243 becomes only efficient for
high Americium content, at least 3% even better 5%. The
transmutation of Np-237 remains nearly constant at a low
content of 2% efficient.

Cm-242
−2.68%
−2.43%
−2.15%
−1.93%
2.1653𝐸 − 07
2.6400𝐸 − 07
3.2900𝐸 − 07
4.1970E − 07

Cm-244
−9.18%
−8.24%
−7.05%
−6.30%
2.0270𝐸 − 06
2.6060𝐸 − 06
3.2740𝐸 − 06
4.2524E − 06

Np-239
5.65%

−3.9219𝐸 − 06

The conclusion of this evaluation of the transmutation
rate is that transmutation especially of Americium becomes
significantly more efficient with increasing initial Americium
content. Unfortunately, the permissible Americium content is
limited due to the negative influence of the Americium on the
feedback effects in the reactor core and due to the negative
influence on the fuel behavior caused by the high fission gas
release in Americium containing fuel.
The consequence of the insertion of minor actinides on
different feedback effects and other safety-related values is
given in Table 3. A positive value in the negative Doppler
feedback indicates the desired stronger feedback. For the
positive coolant effect and void effect, a positive value is
desired, since the positive feedback should be reduced to
stabilize the reactor. The absorber worth reflects the negative
reactivity which is inserted by the addition of a given amount
of absorbing material; a value close to zero indicates an
unchanged efficiency of the absorber rods; a negative value
signs a demand of a higher number of absorber rods; a
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Table 2: Comparison of the transmutation rate for the reference cases and the cases with moderating material for the different transmutation
fuels.
Transmutation rate

Am-241
−47.0%
−50.6%
−54.1%
−55.3%

2% Np 2% Am EOL
3% Am EOL
5% Am EOL
8% Am EOL

Reference
Am-243
−9.1%
−20.8%
−33.0%
−38.9%

Np-237
−58.5%

Am-241
−49.1%
−52.7%
−55.9%
−56.9%

With moderator
Am-243
−8.0%
−20.8%
−34.0%
−40.2%

Np-237
−60.9%

Table 3: Feedback effects and absorber worth for the cases with different transmutation fuels.
UMOX
2% Am 2% Np

+ZrH
2% Am 2% Np

UMOX
3% Am

+ZrH
3% Am

UMOX
5% Am

+ZrH
5% Am

+ZrH 8%
Am

1.2∗ZrH
8% Am

−30.2%
−26.9%

59.7%
52.2%

−23.0%
−20.2%

73.8%
65.2%

−36.4%
−30.9%

49.4%
46.8%

18.9%
18.7%

31.9%
32.3%

BOL
EOL
void effect

4.9%
0.9%

−8.1%
−12.0%

5.7%
2.1%

−11.7%
−11.3%

12.2%
1.2%

−4.6%
−14.2%

2.1%
−13.3%

−0.2%
−15.0%

BOL
EOL
Absorber rod worth

9.2%
−0.2%

−5.3%
−11.8%

6.9%
−0.4%

−8.1%
−12.5%

10.7%
−0.6%

−3.2%
−12.3%

2.7%
−11.9%

0.9%
−13.9%

−7.8%
−9.5%

−3.6%
−5.0%

−6.0%
−6.9%

−1.6%
−2.0%

−9.6%
−11.1%

−5.6%
−6.8%

−11.1%
−13.3%

−10.6%
−12.9%

Doppler effect 𝑇f + 100 K
BOL
EOL
Coolant effect 𝑇c + 50 K

BOL
EOL

positive value would allow reducing the number of absorber
rods.
The insertion of the minor actinides into the fuel has a
strong influence on the safety-related effects of the fuel assembly. The negative Doppler effect is reduced in all cases due
to the influence of the minor actinides. The already positive
coolant effect (the combination of the coolant temperature
and the coolant density effect) becomes more positive with
increasing Americium fraction. The positive sodium void
effect at BOL increases compared to the reference case in all
configurations and the absorber rod worth of the shutdown
rods decreases compared to the reference case in all configurations, which requires more shutdown elements for the safe
shutdown in hot condition compared to the reference case in
all configurations. The parallel insertion of minor actinides
and distributed moderating material relaxes the situation
significantly. The effect of the moderating material on the
Doppler effect is even strong enough to overcompensate the
influence of the minor actinides in all cases; thus the Doppler
effect is still significantly stronger—more negative—than in
the reference case without minor actinides and moderating
material. The same behavior can be observed for the coolant
effect as well as for the sodium void effect. The influence
of the minor actinides is overcompensated in all cases by
the insertion of the fine distributed moderating material.
Finally, the absorber worth, the reduction of the absorber rod
worth is only partly compensated due to the insertion of the
moderating material, but the situation is relaxed in all cases
due to the insertion of moderating material.

One drawback of the moderating material should not be
forgotten; due to the significantly stronger Doppler effect,
more shutdown rods are required for reaching a defined cold
subcriticality status. The amount of moderating material to be
used is sure to be optimized from the point of view of system
safety and transient behavior and the thermal stability of the
ZrH moderator has to be investigated thoroughly or a more
stable material like YH has to be envisaged.
An independent evaluation for the maximum possible
amount of minor actinides in combination with the use of
fine distributed moderating material closes the study. The
strong influence of the minor actinides on the safety relevant
feedback effects limits the possible amount of minor actinide
insertion. For the given amount of hydrogen insertion, the
limit has been found for 8% Americium content where
the coolant feedback and the sodium void at BOL become
slightly positive (see Table 3 first bold column), but this is still
compensated by the enhancement of the Doppler feedback
by more than 18%. The consequences of this Americium
content can be compensated once more by a slight increase
of the hydrogen content. This is studied by a test for 8%
Americium content and by a 20% increased ZrH1.6 content.
The insertion of 20% more hydrogen leads once more to
at least balanced or even enhanced feedbacks and thus to
a more stable system (see Table 3 second bold column).
From the transmutation point of view, the by 3% increased
Americium amount (relative 60% more Americium) leads to
an increased Am-241 burning by 1% (relative increase ∼2%)
and an increased Am-243 burning by roughly 6% (relative
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increase ∼18%) (see Table 2 bold row). Thus the expected
increase of transmutation efficiency can be found mainly for
Am-243 which is more problematic to be transmuted.
Nevertheless, the increase of Americium content cannot
be continued ad infinitum, since the acceptable Americium
content is limited by the swelling behavior of transmutation
fuel too. Experiments have demonstrated that target pellets
containing 10–12 wt% 241 Am already show swelling of the
target pellets by the order of 15%. This is attributed to
accumulation of helium, produced by alpha decay of 242 Cm
that occurs in the transmutation scheme of 241 Am [26].

5. Conclusions
The effect of the insertion of fine distributed moderating
material on the feedback effects and the void effect in a
sodium cooled fast reactor has been investigated in several
publications [8–11]. The strong improvement in the fuel
temperature and coolant feedback effect and in the sodium
void effect has already been demonstrated, but negative consequences to the transmutation efficiency have been assumed
due to the softer neutron spectrum.
The effect of fine distributed moderating material on
fuel assemblies with a high minor actinide concentration
like those foreseen for minor actinide transmutation has
been investigated for 3 different fuel compositions: fuel with
2% Np and 2% Am, fuel with 3% Am, and fuel with 5%
Am. It is demonstrated that the influence of the minor
actinides on the feedback effects can be easily compensated
by the insertion of fine distributed moderating material into
the wire wrapper. The investigation of the transmutation
efficiency has shown that there is only a very limited influence due to the moderating material. On the one hand,
the Americium transmutation rate is even slightly higher
for the fuel assembly containing moderating material. On
the other hand, the Curium production increases slightly.
Nevertheless, a detailed comparison of the data shows that
the higher Americium efficiency rate is not only because
breeding reactions lead to more Curium but also a higher
fission rate of Americium is reached. Further, it is shown that
the Americium transmutation rate depends strongly on the
initial Americium amount in the fuel assembly.
Using fine distributed moderating materials, for example,
inside the wire wrapper has the potential to improve the
safety of a dedicated core for minor actinide transmutation.
Additionally, it is shown that the transmutation rate can be
improved since it is possible to increase the BOL amount
of minor actinides in the core. This can be reached, since
it is possible to eliminate the negative effect of the minor
actinides on core stability and transient behaviour up to
an Americium content of ∼8%. Additionally, it is shown
that an increase of the hydrogen content by 20% can even
improve all feedback effects in this case with 8% Americium
content. Using this configuration allows a relative increase
of the Am-243 transmutation rate by nearly 20% which is
an important improvement for an isotope which is hard to
transmute. Thus the concept of fine distributed moderating
material offers the possibility of increased transmutation
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efficiency in conjunction with an elimination of the negative
consequences of transmutation fuel.
The use of fine distributed moderating material can
influence the safety of fast reactors strongly—it opens the
stage for designable feedback coefficients; thus it creates a new
degree of freedom for the optimization of important inherent
safety-related parameters in the design of sodium-cooled fast
reactor cores.
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